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We give an e–cient algorithm for the resolution of index form equations, especially for
determining power integral bases, in sextic flelds with an imaginary quadratic subfleld.
The method reduces the problem to the resolution of a cubic relative Thue equation
over the quadratic subfleld. At the end of the paper we give a table containing the
generators of all power integral bases in the flrst 25 flelds of this type with smallest
discriminant (in absolute value).
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1. Introduction
Let K be an algebraic number fleld of degree n with ring of integers ZK and discrimi-
nant DK . The index of any primitive integer fi of K is deflned as the module index
I(fi) := (ZK : Z[fi]):
The index I(fi) is equal to 1 if and only if fi generates a power integral basis f1; fi; : : : ;
fin¡1g of K.
If f1; !2; : : : ; !ng is an arbitrary integral basis of K, then the discriminant of the linear
form X2!2 + ¢ ¢ ¢+Xn!n can be rewritten as
DK=Q(X2!2 + ¢ ¢ ¢+Xn!n) = (I(X2; : : : ; Xn))2DK ;
where I(X2; : : : ; Xn) is a homogeneous form of degree n(n ¡ 1)=2 with integral coe–-
cients, called the index form corresponding to the integral basis f1; !2; : : : ; !ng. For
any primitive integer fi = x1 + !2x2 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ !nxn of K we have
I(fi) = jI(x2; : : : ; xn)j;
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hence the problem of determining elements of given index m 2 N can be reduced to the
resolution of index form equations of type
I(x2; : : : ; xn) = §m in x2; : : : ; xn 2 Z: (1.1)
Algorithms for the resolution of index form equations, especially for determining power
integral bases were developed by Ga¶al and Schulte (1989) for cubic flelds, by Ga¶al et al.
(1991a,b, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996) for quartic flelds.
For higher degree number flelds the problem becomes much more di–cult because
of the high degree and the number of variables in the index form equation (1.1). The
resolution of (1:1) is then only possible, if e.g. the index form is reducible, i.e. when (1.1)
splits into a system of equations of lower degree. This is the case e.g. if the fleld K has
proper subflelds. For this reason we consider index form equations in sextic flelds with a
quadratic subfleld. The case of sextic flelds with a real cubic and a real quadratic subfleld
was solved in Ga¶al (1996) for sextic flelds with a real cubic and an imaginary quadratic
subfleld see Ga¶al (1995). Using this later method we also managed to solve the index
form equation in an inflnite parametric family of totally complex cyclic sextic flelds (cf.
Ga¶al, 1995).
In the present paper we consider the problem of the resolution of index form equations
in sextic flelds with an imaginary quadratic subfleld. We reduce the index form equation
to a cubic relative Thue equation over that quadratic subfleld.
In the process of the computer resolution of diophantine equations by combining
Baker’s method with reduction algorithms, a crucial point is the number of unknown ex-
ponents in the unit equation involved (cf. (3.10) and (3.1)). Analysing the cubic relative
Thue equation by standard methods we work in the original fleld K and have two un-
knowns in the unit equation. It is interesting to compare it with the general direct attack
of Smart (1996), who solves an example of the same type (with discriminant ¡177 147).
He has to work in the normal closure of K, the number of unknowns in his unit equation
is six (after reducing the number of variables), whereas we only have two variables. For
this reason, he needed more than 100 hours of CPU time, while we need only a couple
of minutes for solving one such equation.
To illustrate our algorithm we compute the generators of all power integral bases in
the flrst 25 sextic flelds of this type with smallest discriminant (in absolute value).
2. The Structure of the Index Form
Let M be an imaginary quadratic fleld with integral basis f1; !g, let f(t) = t3 +°2t2 +
°1t+ °0 2 ZM [t] be the minimal polynomial of the sextic integer #, generating the fleld
K = Q(#). In the tables of Berg¶e et al. (1990), Olivier (1989), in about 99% of the
cases this # can be chosen so that # has relative index 1 over M , which implies, that
f1; #; #2; !; !#; !#2g is an integral basis of K. In the following we develop our algorithm
under this additional assumption. We note, however, that a slight modiflcation of our
method also works if no relative integral basis exists.
Let fi = x0 + x1# + x2#2 + y0! + y1!# + y2!#2 be a primitive integer in K with
I(fi) = 1 and consider the corresponding index form equation
I(x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = §1 in x1; x2; y0; y1; y2 2 Z: (2.1)
Let #(1) and #(2) be distinct roots of f(t) and put ‰ = ¡#(1) ¡ #(2). For a solution
(x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) of (2.1) set X = x1 + !y1; Y = x2 + !y2.
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Theorem 2.1. If (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) is a solution of (2:1), then (X;Y ) = (x1 +!y1; x2 +
!y2) is a solution of
NK=M (X ¡ ‰Y ) = ” in X;Y 2 ZM ; (2.2)
where ” is a root of unity in M , and
F (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = §1; (2.3)
where F is a polynomial of degree 9 with integer coe–cients.
Remark. Equation (2.2) is a cubic relative Thue equation over M for any flxed ”.
This equation will be analysed in the next paragraph. We will determine all pairs (X;Y )
such that NK=M (X¡‰Y ) is a root of unity in M . From (X;Y ) we can then calculate the
corresponding values of x1; y1; x2; y2 and substituting them into equation (2.3) we get a
polynomial equation of degree 9 in y0.
Proof. Denote by # = #(1); #(2); #(3) the conjugates of # over M , denote by ! the
conjugate of !, and arrange the conjugates of any ° 2 K according to !(j) = !, !(j+3) =
!, #(j+3) = #(j) (1 • j • 3).
It is a straightforward computation thatp
jDK j =





(j) ¡ fi(k))flflpjDK j = §1: (2.5)
Obviously, for (j; k) = (1; 2), (2; 3), (1; 3),
fi(j) ¡ fi(k) = (#(j) ¡ #(k))¡(x1 + !y1)¡ (#(j) + #(k))(x2 + !y2)¢;




(#(1) ¡ #(2))(#(2) ¡ #(3))(#(3) ¡ #(1))¢ ¢NK=Q((x1 + !y1)¡ ‰(x2 + !y2)):
By dividing by
pjDK j in (2.5), the flrst factor cancels. The second factor is a primitive
polynomial with integer coe–cients, hence it divides I(fi) in Z[x1; x2; y0; y1; y2]. Denote
by F (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) the product of the remaining nine factors jfi(j) ¡ fi(k)j (for the
(j; k) not listed above) divided by (! ¡ !)3. This F (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) must be equal to
the quotient of I(fi) by NK=Q((x1 +!y1)¡‰(x2 +!y2)), hence it also has rational integer
coe–cients. Finally, by I(fi) = 1 we conclude
NK=Q((x1 + !y1)¡ ‰(x2 + !y2)) = §1
implying (2.2), and (2.3). 2
3. The Relative Thue Equation
3.1. elementary estimates
Consider now the cubic relative Thue equation (2.2). In the following we apply
standard arguments to analyse this equation. We flx an arbitrary solution (X;Y ) 2 Z2M
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and set fl = X ¡ ‰Y . Further, let f"; ·g be a set of fundamental units in K, then
fl = ‡"a·b; (3.1)
where ‡ is a root of unity in K, and a; b 2 Z. Equation (2.2) implies
jfl(1)fl(2)fl(3)j = 1: (3.2)
Assume, that jfl(r)j = minj=1;2;3 jfl(j)j and let fs; tg = f1; 2; 3gnfrg. For j = s; t we have
jfl(j)j ‚ jfl(j) ¡ fl(r)j ¡ jfl(r)j ‚ j‰(j) ¡ ‰(r)jjY j ¡ 1 ‚ 0:9j‰(j) ¡ ‰(r)jjY j ‚ 1 (3.3)
assuming
jY j ‚ 1
0:1j‰(j) ¡ ‰(r)j : (3.4)
On the other hand, by (3.2) we have jfl(r)j • 1, whence jXj • 1 + j‰(r)jjY j, that is for
j = s; t we have
jfl(j)j • jXj+ j‰(j)jjY j • 1 + (j‰(r)j+ j‰(j)j)jY j • 1:1(j‰(r)j+ j‰(j)j)jY j; (3.5)
provided that
jY j ‚ 1
0:1(j‰(r)j+ j‰(j)j) : (3.6)
Moreover, (3.2), (3.3) imply





0:81j‰(s) ¡ ‰(r)jj‰(t) ¡ ‰(r)j :
Taking conjugates and logarithms in (3.1) we obtain a system of linear equations in a; b:µ
log j"(s)j log j·(s)j











whence using (3.3), (3.5) we conclude H = max(jaj; jbj) • c2(c3 + log jY j), that is
log jY j ‚ H
c2
¡ c3; (3.9)




Using now Siegel’s identity
(‰(r) ¡ ‰(s))fl(t) + (‰(s) ¡ ‰(t))fl(r) + (‰(t) ¡ ‰(r))fl(s) = 0; (3.10)
and applying (3.3), (3.7), and (3.9), we obtainflflflfl (‰(r) ¡ ‰(s))fl(t)(‰(r) ¡ ‰(t))fl(s) ¡ 1
flflflfl = flflflfl (‰(t) ¡ ‰(s))fl(r)(‰(t) ¡ ‰(r))fl(s)
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We note, that any root of unity ‡ in the sextic fleld K is a quadratic algebraic number,
hence ‡(t)=‡(s) = 1. Using the estimate j log xj < 2jx ¡ 1j (holding for jx ¡ 1j < 1) the
above inequality implies
⁄ =
flflflfllog ‰(r) ¡ ‰(s)‰(r) ¡ ‰(t) + a log "(t)"(s) + b log ·(t)·(s) + ci…
flflflfl
• 2 exp(c5 ¡ c6H) • exp(c7 ¡ c8H) (3.11)
where log denotes the principal value, c 2 Z with jcj • jaj+ jbj+ 1,
H = max(jaj; jbj; jcj) • 2H + 1;











3.2. Baker’s method and reduction
3.2.1. the case of independence
We have to consider two difierent cases, according to the form ⁄ in (3.11) containing
independent or dependent logarithmic terms over Q. Both cases occur frequently. Let us
assume flrst, that these terms are independent, that is ⁄ 6= 0. Then we can directly apply
a Baker-type lower estimate. In order to get better bounds we used a result of Baker and
Wu˜stholz (1993) which provides us with a lower bound of type
exp(¡c9 logH) (3.13)
for ⁄, which, compared, with the upper bound (3.11) implies a bound H < HB , where
a typical value of HB is 1028.
Our next task is to reduce this bound. For this purpose set
–1 = log
‰(r) ¡ ‰(s)
‰(r) ¡ ‰(t) ; –2 = log
"(t)
"(s)
; –3 = log
·(t)
·(s)
; –4 = i…
and rewrite inequality (3.11) in the form
j–1 + a–2 + b–3 + c–4j • exp(c7 ¡ c8H): (3.14)
Denote by L the Z-lattice spanned by the columns of the matrix0BBBBBB@
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
C<(–1) C<(–2) C<(–3) C<(–4)
C=(–1) C=(–2) C=(–3) C=(–4)
1CCCCCCA
where C is a (large) constant to be determined later, < and = denote the real and
imaginary parts, respectively. We used the algorithm described in Pohst (1993) for the
LLL reduction of the basis of this lattice. We denote by b1 the flrst vector of the reduced
basis.
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then for all solutions a; b; c of inequality (3:14) we have
H • c7 + logC ¡ logH0
c8
: (3.16)
Proof. Denote by l0 the shortest vector of L and by l1 the shortest of those vectors,




¢2 • ¡2¡3=2jb1j¢2 • jl0j2 • jl1j2 • 1 + 3H20 + C2(exp(c7 ¡ c8H))2
which implies (3:16). 2
We applied this lemma with C = H
5=2
0 . Then (3.15) was always satisfled. For the flrst
reduction step we set H0 = HB being about 1028, and then we took the reduced bound
as H0 in the next reduction step. After about 3{4 steps the bound was not reduced any
further, and we got a reasonably low bound HR, which was between 18 and 70 in our
examples. We note, that in the flrst reduction step we needed to use 100 decimal digit
numbers in the reduction procedure.
3.2.2. the case of dependence
Assume now, that the terms of ⁄ in (3.11) are dependent, that is
log
‰(r) ¡ ‰(s)
















where a0; b0; c0; d0 are integers (d0 6= 0). In this case (3.11) impliesflflflfl(ad0 + a0) log "(t)"(s) + (bd0 + b0) log ·(t)·(s) + (cd0 + c0)i…
flflflfl • d0 exp(c7 ¡ c8H):
Let a1 = ad0 + a0; b1 = bd0 + b0, c1 = cd0 + c0, H1 = max(ja1j; jb1j; jc1j), H0 =
max(ja0j; jb0j; jc0j), c7 = log d0 + c7 + c8H0=d0, c8 = c8=d0, then using H1 • d0H +H0,
by the above inequality we concludeflflflfla1 log "(t)"(s) + b1 log ·(t)·(s) + c1i…
flflflfl • exp(c7 ¡ c8H1): (3.17)
We apply now the lower estimates of Baker and Wu˜stholz (1993) to this form, and
compare it with the upper estimate, to get an upper bound for H1. This bound can
be reduced similarly as in the case of independence, just the lattice L has only three
generating vectors (of dimension 5), and the suitable analogue of Lemma 3.1 has 4 instead
of
p
40 in (3.15) and an additional log d0 in the nominator of (3.16). Having found the
reduced bound for H1 we get a bound HR for H by using
H • H1 +H0
d0
:
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3.3. testing small solutions
We combine now the \small" values of Y; a; b to be tested separately.
(I) First we test all Y 2 ZM which do not satisfy any of the inequalities (3.4), (3.6).
For all these Y the corresponding X satisfles X • 1 + maxj=1;2;3 j‰(j)jjY j. We calculate
the x1; y1; x2; y2 corresponding to these X;Y and by using (2.3) we test if there exists a
corresponding y0.
(II) Consider now all exponents a; b with max(jaj; jbj) • HR and those, not satisfy-
ing (3.12). For all these pairs (a; b) and for all possible roots of unity ‡ in K we test if
an equation of the form
X ¡ ‰Y = ‡"a·b (3.18)
holds. For this purpose we calculate the conjugates of the right hand side and solve a
system of linear equations to get the possible values of X;Y . Then by taking conju-
gates and solving again a system of linear equations one gets the corresponding values of
x1; y1; x2; y2. If all these values are integers, then we test (2.3) if there is a correspond-
ing y0.
4. Numerical Results
As an illustration of our algorithm we calculated the solutions of the index form equa-
tion (2.1) in the flrst 25 sextic flelds with an imaginary quadratic subfleld of smallest
discriminant (in alsolute value). The algorithm was implemented in Pascal and was run-
ning on an IMB PC 486 compatible machine. The running time was a couple of minutes
per example. The majority of the CPU time was used for testing all exponents (a; b)
below the reduced bound. This step can be speeded up by using sieve methods, but for
these examples we did not need such an improvement. The input data were taken from
the table of Olivier (1989).
For each fleld we have listed the discriminant DK , the integral basis element ! of the
quadratic subfleld M , the minimal polynomial f(t) 2 ZM of the generator element #
of K and the solutions (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) of the index form equation (2.1). Obviously,
if (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) is a solution, then so also is (¡x1;¡x2;¡y0;¡y1;¡y2), but we have
listed only one of them. The element fi = x0 +x1#+x2#2 +y0!+y1!#+y2!#2 generates
a power integral basis of K, if and only if x0 2 Z is arbitrary, and (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) is a
solution of the index form equation.
DK = ¡9747, ! = (1 + i
p
3)=2, f(t) = t3 + (¡1¡ !)t2 + !t+ (1¡ !)
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (¡2 0 1 2 ¡1), (¡1 0 0 1¡1), (¡1 0¡1 2¡1), (0 0 0 1¡1),
(0 0 ¡1 2 ¡1), (¡1 0 0 0 0), (¡1 0 1 0 0), (¡1 0 ¡1 1 0), (¡1 0 0 1 0), (0 0 0 ¡1 0),
(0 0 1 ¡1 0), (¡2 1 0 1 ¡1), (¡2 1 ¡2 2 ¡1), (¡1 1 0 0 ¡1), (¡1 1 0 1 ¡1), (0 1 0 0 ¡1),
(¡1 1 1 ¡1 0), (¡1 1 0 0 0), (0 1 1 ¡2 0), (0 1 0 ¡1 0), (0 1 1 0 0).
DK = ¡10816, ! = i, f(t) = t3 + (¡1¡ !)t2 + 5!t+ (¡1¡ 4!)
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (¡3 0 1 0 ¡2), (¡2 0 0 0 ¡1), (¡2 0 1 0 ¡1), (¡1 0 0 0 ¡1),
(¡1 0 1 0 ¡1), (0 0 1 ¡1 0), (2 1 2 ¡1 1), (3 1 2 ¡1 2), (¡3 1 4 ¡2 ¡2), (¡3 1 5 ¡2 ¡2),
(¡1 1 3 ¡2 ¡1), (¡1 1 4 ¡2 ¡1), (0 1 3 ¡2 0), (0 1 3 ¡1 0), (¡1 2 6 ¡3 ¡1),
(¡1 2 7 ¡3 ¡1), (0 2 6 ¡3 0), (0 2 7 ¡3 0), (2 2 6 ¡3 1), (5 2 4 ¡3 3), (5 2 5 ¡2 3).
DK = ¡11691, ! = (1 + i
p
3)=2, f(t) = t3 + (¡1¡ !)t2 + (¡2 + 2!)t+ 1
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (¡1 0 0 1 ¡1), (¡1 0 1 1 ¡1), (¡1 0 0 2 ¡1), (0 0 0 1 ¡1),
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(0 0 ¡1 2 ¡1), (¡1 0 0 0 0), (¡1 0 ¡1 1 0), (¡1 0 0 1 0), (¡2 1 1 1 ¡1), (¡2 1 1 2 ¡1),
(¡1 1 1 0 ¡1), (¡1 1 2 0 ¡1), (¡1 1 1 1 ¡1), (¡1 1 1 ¡1 0), (¡1 1 2 ¡1 0), (¡1 1 0 0 0),
(¡1 1 1 0 0), (1 1 0 ¡1 0), (2 ¡2 ¡3 0 1), (0 1 1 ¡2 1).
DK = ¡12167, ! = (1 + i
p
23)=2, f(t) = t3 + (¡1¡ !)t2 + (¡2 + !)t+ 1
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (¡1 0 0 0 0), (¡1 1 1 ¡1 0), (0 1 0 ¡1 0).
DK = ¡14283, ! = (1 + i
p
3)=2, f(t) = t3 + (1¡ !)t¡ 1
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (0 0 ¡1 ¡1 ¡1), (1 0 1 0 ¡1), (¡1 0 0 0 0), (¡1 0 1 0 0),
(0 0 0 ¡1 0), (0 0 1 ¡1 0), (0 1 ¡1 0 ¡1), (0 1 ¡1 1 ¡1), (1 1 0 0 ¡1), (0 1 ¡1 0 0),
(0 1 0 1 0), (1 1 ¡1 0 0), (¡2 3 ¡4 3 0), (¡3 ¡3 4 2 3).
DK = ¡16551, ! = (1 + i
p
3)=2, f(t) = t3 + (¡1¡ !)t2 + 2t+ (¡1 + !)
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (¡3 0 ¡1 3 ¡2), (¡2 0 ¡1 2 ¡1), (¡1 0 ¡1 1 ¡1),
(¡1 0 ¡1 1 0), (0 0 0 ¡1 0), (¡2 1 0 0 ¡1), (¡2 1 ¡1 1 ¡1), (¡1 1 ¡1 0 ¡1), (¡1 1 0 ¡1 0),
(0 1 0 ¡2 0), (1 1 3 ¡4 1).
DK = ¡16807, ! = (1 + i
p
7)=2, f(t) = t3 ¡ !t2 + (¡1 + !)t+ 1
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (¡1 0 0 1 ¡1), (¡1 0 0 0 0), (¡2 1 0 1 ¡1), (¡1 1 0 0 ¡1),
(¡1 1 1 0 0), (0 1 1 ¡1 0), (0 1 0 0 0), (1 1 0 ¡1 0), (¡1 2 1 0 ¡1).
DK = ¡19683, ! = (1 + i
p
3)=2, f(t) = t3 + (¡1 + !)
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (0 0 0 0 ¡1), (1 0 1 0 ¡1), (¡1 0 0 0 0), (¡1 0 0 1 0),
(0 0 0 ¡1 0), (0 1 0 0 ¡1), (1 1 ¡1 ¡1 ¡1), (0 1 1 ¡1 0), (0 1 0 0 0).
DK = ¡21168, ! = (1 + i
p
3)=2, f(t) = t3 ¡ t2 + (1¡ 2!)t+ 1
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (¡1 0 1 1 ¡1), (¡1 0 0 2 ¡1), (0 0 1 1 ¡1), (¡1 0 0 1 0),
(0 0 0 ¡1 0), (¡2 1 ¡1 1 ¡1), (¡1 1 0 0 ¡1), (¡1 1 ¡1 1 ¡1), (¡1 1 ¡1 0 0).
DK = ¡21296, ! = (1 + i
p
11)=2, f(t) = t3 ¡ !t2 + (¡1 + !)t+ 1
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (¡2 0 0 1 ¡1), (¡1 0 ¡1 1 ¡1), (¡1 0 0 0 0), (¡1 1 1 0 0),
(0 1 1 ¡1 0), (1 1 0 ¡1 0), (0 1 1 ¡1 1), (¡1 2 1 ¡1 0), (1 2 2 ¡2 1).
DK = ¡22592, ! = i, f(t) = t3 + (¡1¡ !)t2 + (1 + 2!)t¡ !
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (¡1 0 0 0 ¡1), (¡1 0¡1 1¡1), (¡1 0 0 1¡1), (¡1 0 0 0 0),
(¡1 1 1 ¡1 0), (¡1 1 0 0 0), (0 1 1 ¡1 0), (0 ¡1 ¡2 1 ¡1), (¡1 1 0 0 ¡1), (¡1 ¡2 ¡6 3 ¡3).
DK = ¡22707, ! = (1 + i
p
3)=2, f(t) = t3 + (¡1¡ !)t2 + 2!t+ (1¡ 2!)
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (¡1 0 ¡1 1 ¡1), (¡1 0 0 0 0), (¡1 0 0 1 0), (¡1 1 1 0 0).
DK = ¡23031, ! = (1 + i
p
3)=2, f(t) = t3 ¡ t2 + (¡1 + !)
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (¡1 0 ¡1 2 ¡1), (0 0 0 0 ¡1), (0 0 0 1 ¡1), (1 0 1 0 ¡1),
(¡1 0 0 0 0), (¡1 0 0 1 0), (¡1 1 0 1 ¡1), (0 1 1 0 ¡1).
DK = ¡24003, ! = (1 + i
p
3)=2, f(t) = t3 ¡ t2 ¡ t+ (1¡ !)
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (0 0 1 0 ¡1), (0 0 1 1 ¡1), (¡1 0 0 0 0), (¡1 0 0 1 0),
(0 0 0 ¡1 0), (0 0 1 ¡1 0), (¡2 1 ¡1 2 ¡1), (¡1 1 1 1 ¡1), (0 1 1 0 ¡1), (¡1 1 0 0 0),
(0 1 0 ¡1 0).
DK = ¡25947, ! = (1 + i
p
3)=2, f(t) = t3 + t+ 1
(Remark: in this case a generator of K is #! where # is a root of f)
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (0 0 ¡1 0 ¡1), (¡1 0 0 1 0), (0 0 0 ¡1 0), (0 1 ¡1 0 ¡1),
(0 1 1 1 0), (1 1 ¡1 ¡1 0).
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DK = ¡29791, ! = (1 + i
p
31)=2, f(t) = t3 + (¡1¡ !)t2 + (¡2 + !)t+ 1
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (¡1 0 0 0 0), (0 1 0 ¡1 0), (¡1 1 1 ¡1 0).
DK = ¡30976, ! = i, f(t) = t3 ¡ t2 + (2¡ !)t¡ 1
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (0 0 ¡2 1 ¡1), (0 0 ¡1 1 ¡1), (¡1 0 0 0 0), (0 0 0 ¡1 0),
(0 1 ¡2 1 ¡1), (¡1 1 ¡1 0 0), (¡1 1 0 0 0), (¡1 1 0 0 1).
DK = ¡31347, ! = (1 + i
p
3)=2, f(t) = t3 + (¡1¡ !)t2 + 3!t¡ !
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (¡2 0 0 1 ¡1), (¡1 0 ¡2 1 ¡1), (¡1 0 ¡1 1 ¡1),
(1 0 0 1 ¡1), (¡1 0 0 0 0), (¡1 0 ¡1 1 0), (0 0 1 ¡1 0), (¡2 1 0 1 ¡1), (¡1 1 0 0 ¡1),
(¡1 1 2 ¡1 0), (0 1 2 ¡1 0).
DK = ¡33856, ! = i, f(t) = t3 + t¡ !
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (0 0 ¡1 0 ¡1), (0 0 0 0 ¡1), (1 0 ¡1 0 ¡1), (¡1 0 0 0 0),
(¡1 1 0 0 1), (1 1 0 0 ¡1).
DK = ¡34371, ! = (1 + i
p
3)=2, f(t) = t3 + (¡1¡ !)t2 + (¡1 + 4!)t+ (2¡ !)
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (0 0 ¡2 2 ¡1), (0 0 1¡1 0), (¡2 1¡2 3¡2), (¡2 1 0 2¡1),
(¡1 1 0 1 ¡1), (¡1 1 2 0 0), (¡1 1 3 0 0), (¡3 2 0 4 ¡2).
DK = ¡34992, ! = (1 + i
p
3)=2, f(t) = t3 + (¡1¡ !)t2 + 3!t+ (1¡ 2!)
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (0 0 1 ¡1 0), (¡1 1 0 0 ¡1), (¡1 1 0 1 ¡1).
DK = ¡36963, ! = (1 + i
p
3)=2, f(t) = t3 + (¡1¡ !)t2 + !t+ (¡1 + !)
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (¡1 0 0 1 ¡1), (¡1 0 ¡1 2 ¡1), (¡1 0 0 0 0), (¡1 0 0 1 0),
(0 0 1 ¡1 0), (¡2 1 0 1 ¡1), (¡1 1 0 1 ¡1), (¡1 1 0 0 0), (0 1 0 ¡1 0).
DK = ¡40203, ! = (1 + i
p
3)=2, f(t) = t3 + (¡1¡ !)t2 + (¡2 + 3!)t+ (2¡ !)
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (¡1 0 0 1 ¡1), (0 0 0 1 ¡1), (¡1 0 0 1 0), (0 0 1 ¡1 0),
(¡1 1 2 0 0).
DK = ¡41472, ! = i
p
2, f(t) = t3 + (1¡ !)t¡ 1
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (1 0 ¡1 0 ¡1), (¡1 0 0 0 0), (1 1 ¡1 0 ¡1), (0 1 ¡1 0 0),
(¡1 1 0 1 1), (0 1 0 1 1).
DK = ¡41823, ! = (1 + i
p
3)=2, f(t) = t3 ¡ t2 + (5¡ 5!)t+ (¡6 + 2!)
Solutions: (x1; x2; y0; y1; y2) = (1 0 1 ¡1 ¡1), (3 1¡1 0¡3), (0 1¡3 1¡1), (1 1¡3 0¡1),
(¡2 1 ¡5 2 1), (0 2 ¡7 2 ¡1).
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